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The thesis is an attempt co present works which
establish a correlation ^nd interaction between ..he
squ re and the circle by means of form and color,
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The kinetic force within the circle opposes the austere
form of the square.
The thesis, consisting of twelve paintings and
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LOGUE
Size in inches

Title

Date

1.

Untitled

1968

6 x 6

2.

Untitled

1969

12 x 12

3.

Untitled

1969

12 x 12

4.

Untitled

1968

12 x 12

5.

Untitled

1969

12 x 12

6.

Untitled

1968

24 x 24

7.

Untitled

1969

24 x 24

8.

Untitled

1969

24 x 24

9.

Untitled

1969

36 x 36

10.

Untitled

1969

36 x 36

11.

Untitled

1969

48 x 48

12.

Untitled

1969

48 x 48

13.

Untitled

1969

6 x 6

14.

Untitled

1969

6 x 6

15.

Untitled

1969

18 x 18

16.

Untitled

1969

18 x 18

17.

Untitled

1969

18 x 18

18.

Untitled

1969

18 x 18

^he medium used in the works numbers one through
twelve is acrylic polymer on canvas.
The numbers thirteen through eighteen are silkscreen prints.
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All the works in my thesis exhibition are based
on the square form for a definite reason. "Vie form of the
square is austere and universally well-known. As form
it does not need any introduction. It is one of the
simplest geometric figures in exisence. left and right
are relative only to Che position in which the square
is placed. Within the boundaries of the fo r lines
the square evokes only one inage and h s only one value
as form.
Within the square of t'e canvas I have placed
another square of different color. This fact immediately
sets up an interaction in size as well as in color, ^he
intenser chroma is placed, on :;he outer square while the
inner square,

:n nearly '11 cases, is a done of the hue

used on the outer square.
A circle is placed at the "dead" center of the
square format. Th€ circumference of the circle encloses
a kinetic for'ce of color and form, '"he configurations
wic:

e circle are freely flowing forms which have

little, if any, relation with tie contour of the circle.
Cor

do not follow the circular "ovement but, on

ontrary, break in many instances this circular
movement through the use of horizontals and verticals.
m

he form of the circle, placed at the center of the

square, sets up a correlation between the circle and the

square. This correlation is

;wofold. There is, first

of all, a relation in color. Sometimes similar colors
are used in the square as well as in the circle. Other
times complementary colors are applied. Secondly, there
is a relation in form. Whereas within the circle soft,
amorphic forms are used, the square form is rigid and
severe, ^he softness of form, contained wichin the circle,
is reflected in the edge of raw canvas which forms the rim
around the larger square. Thus there exists a multiple
interplay between the square and the circle.
T'he continuity of the circumference is broken by
a line, thus establishing a space relatiorship. The reciprocity becomes at once apparent. Sometimes the line
seems to segment the circle bringing for ard the parts.
This gives almost a feeling of three dimensionality,
!

hough bhe circle is physically behind the square,

the segments seem to float on top. Other times, however,
the line, which forms one part with t-e square, ov rlays
the circle, thu:

creating a see-through effect. In w

manner one sees the relationship between the circle and
the inner square is relatively unimportant. The fact is
they are illusionistically placed in a different space.
Within the totality of bhe exhibition the line
evokes a rhythmical quality. This is especially true and planned as such - when series of works of the same
size is hung together. One senses throughout the exhibition a pulsation, ^his is due to the difference

in the size of the works

hemselves as well as to the

variant of the inner core. The totality of the works
create a visual excitement through the use of color.
I have been fascinated first of all by the amorphic
configurations conceived by controlled staining of the
canvas, Secondly I have been intrigued by the simplicity
of the square form, ^he logical solution was to use the
amorphic forms within the format of the square. The
result was a disillusionment because the amorphic forms
and the square existed as separate entities and a true
integration did not cake place. Elimination of the freeflo.ing forms was the result, for some time I used only
. e square form, placing them in series and Betting up
a relationship in color among them. The austerity of
the square form, however, made me feel encaged and
without freedom of expression. The final result was the
containment of the freer forms within the boundaries of
a circle, placed at the center of the square as noC to
evoke an added tension. The combination of the circle
and the square in this manner, I felt, was the simplest and
moot balanced arrangement.
The technique used in the paintings is a combination
of staining and applying paint in regular layers. The
inner, freer forms are arrived at by staining the canvas
either with a brush or by pouring the liquid pigment on
the canvas or both. After the desired effect is achieved
the circle is masked out, after which the inner square

is painted by applying several layers of paint. Finally
the outer square is painted after masking the outer rim
in order to retain the raw canvas around the edge. In
the silkscreen prints I have used within the circle
transparent base in combination with the pigment in
order to achieve a softness of form. After masking the
circle, the inner and outer square respectively are
printed.

